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Infinitys Edge Ascension Series Book 4
Note: This novella is included in Arcanum Unbounded: The Cosmere Collection, now available in print,
ebook, and audiobook from Tor (US/Canada) and Gollancz (UK/Commonwealth). Mistborn: Secret
History is a companion story to the original Mistborn Trilogy. As such, it contains huge spoilers for the
books Mistborn (The Final Empire), The Well of Ascension, and The Hero of Ages. It also contains very
minor spoilers for the book The Bands of Mourning. Mistborn: Secret History builds upon the
characterization, events, and worldbuilding of the original trilogy. Reading it without that background
will be a confusing process at best. In short, this isn’t the place to start your journey into Mistborn.
(Though if you have read the trilogy—but it has been a while—you should be just fine, so long as you
remember the characters and the general plot of the books.) Saying anything more here risks revealing
too much. Even knowledge of this story’s existence is, in a way, a spoiler. There’s always another
secret.
As the “wickedly clever” (Publishers Weekly) series continues, reluctant, slacker vampire Fortitude Scott
learns that nothing is more important than family—or more deadly.... After a lifetime of avoiding his
family, Fort has discovered that working for them isn’t half bad—even if his mother, Madeline, is a
terrifying, murderous vampire. His newfound career has given him a purpose and a paycheck and has
even helped him get his partner, foxy kitsune Suzume, to agree to be his girlfriend. All in all, things are
looking up. Only, just as Fort is getting comfortable managing a supernatural empire that stretches from
New Jersey to Ontario, Madeline’s health starts failing, throwing Fort into the middle of an
uncomfortable and dangerous battle for succession. His older sister, Prudence, is determined to take over
the territory. But Fort isn’t the only one wary of her sociopathic tendencies, and allies, old and new, are
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turning to him to keep Prudence from gaining power. Now, as Fort fights against his impending
transition into vampire adulthood, he must also battle to keep Prudence from destroying their mother’s
kingdom—before she takes him down with it....
Space Opera Adventure Story
As the colony grapples with the realization that New Earth is not as uninhabited as they'd once thought,
tensions between the colonial settlements rise to new heights, and the Colonial Defense Force finds itself
caught in the middle. When Connor uncovers evidence of a militant colonial faction secretly exploiting
the NEIIS, he has to investigate. Connor learns that some of the colonial settlements have been holding
back discoveries of their own. He'd thought the NEIIS were a threat to the colony, but he was wrong.
They all were, and the truth is beyond anything Connor could have imagined. Meanwhile, Colonel Sean
Quinn's latest mission brings him off-world to investigate a previously discovered NEIIS settlement.
When all communications from home go silent, he must return to New Earth to investigate. Cut off from
everything, Sean must lead the crew of a CDF warship against a mysterious foe. Sean must forge a path
into the unknown if he's to have any hope of unraveling the mystery. Emergence is the sixth book in the
best selling First Colony military space opera series.
Off Armageddon Reef
Heir of Shandara
Book 1 of 7
Hitler
Dark Ascension
A Space Opera Anthology
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a war-weary royal compelled by visions, a
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highborn youth condemned to military slavery, and a woman who is desperate to save her impoverished
house.
Emperor Elend Venture, having survived only to become a Mistborn himself, struggles to find clues by
the Lord Ruler that will save his world, while a guilt-consumed Vin takes on a task of ending the cosmic
power of the Ruin mystic force.
The truth of discovery is on mankind’s horizon, a Red Horizon. For nearly four long years, the
world’s superpowers have mobilized their people and resources in preparation for the next discovery,
Mars. The race against one another pales in comparison to the inherent dangers of travelling through
the vastness of the cosmos, going where mankind has never gone before. Facing the hostile and
challenging environment of space, and nations ready to do anything it takes to win, Richard, ‘Rock’
Crandon pulls his team together in an attempt to reach the alien technology on the red planet first, and
discover the intent behind the alien species. Will mankind tear itself apart in the name of discovery, or
will the truth reveal something more sinister, the true intent of the aliens?
From Earth, A Hero Will Rise... Aaron is about to graduate from college when his grandfather
unexpectedly dies. He finds a mysterious note from his grandfather that tells him he is a descendant from
an ancient and powerful family from a place he's never heard of. Aaron is thrust into a struggle that
began before he was born and will reach across worlds to pull him into the fight. Tarimus, a demon
sentinel from the world of Safanar leads the charge to steal Aaron's power before he has a chance to
learn his full potential. The only one who can help Aaron is Colind, the vanquished Lord Guardian of
the Safanarion Order who has been imprisoned in a place few would dare to go. In a race that begins on
Earth, Aaron's journey to another world will launch him on a thrilling fantasy adventure in search of the
fabled land of his ancestors. Armed with two mystical swords and a family heirloom, Aaron will discover
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the world of Safanar is built upon the stuff of legends from dragons and castles, to mighty cities with
technology that surpasses anything he has ever known. Danger lurks in the shadows as whispers of the
return threatens those in power. The Road to Shandara is an epic tale of action adventure, following
Aaron's quest as he shifts the balance of power upon Safanar and returns his family's sacred order to its
rightful place. This is not your traditional fantasy novel.
Rising Force
Life on the Edge
The Infinite
The Rise of the Three
Ascension Series
Fractured Earth

Can you see the story breathing? What happens if after the winter solstice,
the days keep getting shorter? And shorter? Until there is an eternal night?
What happens as the darkness grows? And the creatures of dusk take
control of the Mountain? And the quest for the third Book is the only hope?
The Mountain is in its death throes as the Nazir send their wraiths to finish
what the dusk-rats and grale had begun. Soon there will be no daylight to
protect the Maelir and Faemir, and with each twilight there are fewer
places to hide. Will the Mountain finally collapse under its own instability or
will Atreu and Verlinden's descent find the words of salvation in the Lost
Book of Ascension?
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Lenah Callo had a plan. The galaxy had another. And it might just kill
her...Lenah strives to pilot a spaceship, but her highborn station won't
allow it.Caught up in her father's secrets and lies, she decides to take
matters into her own hands, relying on her inexplicable gift to control what
others think. But nothing goes as planned, as she steals an old smuggler's
ship and her gift fails her. Things get worse when a mysterious cyborg
snatches her craft and kidnaps the rookie pilot.Forced to fly to a dubious
planet, Lenah discovers an artifact on board that could unleash galactic
catastrophe. As a chase for the artifact's secret begins, can Lenah and the
cyborg work together and take down a powerful evil to protect humanity?
Star Relic is the first book in an action-packed space opera series. If you
like futuristic worlds, fascinating characters, and extraordinary quests,
then you'll love Clara Woods' world-spanning saga.Get Star Relic to embark
on a cosmic crusade today!
A daring rescue resulted in one of their own being captured. A soldier
desperate to prevent the enslavement of humanity. Held prisoner by a
vicious alien whose race is determined to conquer the galaxy, Zack wakes
to find that he is cut off from everything. Zack must figure out a way to
escape his captors and a prison full of dangerous aliens to get back to his
ship. Did his friends even know he was still alive? Kaylan commands the
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Athena, Earth's most advanced spaceship. The crew is far from home and
caught in an intergalactic war. The Boxans demand that they leave the star
system, Xiiginn warships are hunting them, and the Athena is hopelessly
outclassed. Kaylan must choose between leaving Zack to his fate or risk the
lives of the crew for the slim chance of rescuing him. Kladomaor can't let
the Humans fall into the hands of the Xiiginns. The Boxans have been at
war with the Xiiginns for years and they were losing. The Humans might be
the key to their salvation, but only if he can bring them before the High
Council and convince them to protect Earth. Their stealth ship is no match
for the Xiiginn warships hunting them and if he can't get the Humans to
leave soon they would all be doomed. Star Alliance is the third book in an
action packed space opera series. The crew of the Athena stands upon a
precipice and their next action will affect Earth for generations to come.
Will humanity be the next race to be enslaved?
Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students, Second Edition, provides an
introduction to the basic concepts of space mechanics. These include
vector kinematics in three dimensions; Newton’s laws of motion and
gravitation; relative motion; the vector-based solution of the classical twobody problem; derivation of Kepler’s equations; orbits in three dimensions;
preliminary orbit determination; and orbital maneuvers. The book also
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covers relative motion and the two-impulse rendezvous problem;
interplanetary mission design using patched conics; rigid-body dynamics
used to characterize the attitude of a space vehicle; satellite attitude
dynamics; and the characteristics and design of multi-stage launch
vehicles. Each chapter begins with an outline of key concepts and
concludes with problems that are based on the material covered. This text
is written for undergraduates who are studying orbital mechanics for the
first time and have completed courses in physics, dynamics, and
mathematics, including differential equations and applied linear algebra.
Graduate students, researchers, and experienced practitioners will also
find useful review materials in the book. NEW: Reorganized and improved
discusions of coordinate systems, new discussion on perturbations and
quarternions NEW: Increased coverage of attitude dynamics, including new
Matlab algorithms and examples in chapter 10 New examples and
homework problems
Insurgent
Star Divide
Ascension
Book Four of the Safanarion Order
Books, Bits, Genes, Machines, and Life's Unending Algorithm
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A Novel in the Safehold Series (#1)

The battle for Earth between the Anunnaki and the Pleiadians continues in this
thrilling SciFi thriller... After years of bouncing between foster homes,
unwanted and unloved, eighteen-year-old Sofia Kaye is determined to shake
the "loser" foster kid stigma that has shrouded her most of her life. And she
believes she can do that by getting a graduate degree from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. She's passed the first hurdle of being accepted, but
there's still one more hurdle to clear-coming up with the twenty-five thousand
dollars her scholarship is short. And being that she's on her own, that might as
well be a million dollars. In a desperate attempt to fulfil her dreams, Sofia goes
against her better judgement and accepts an invitation to compete on a new
TV reality show, which promises a prize equal to what she needs to make her
tuition for the first year. However, as Sofia and two fellow contestants, Zach
and Liv, race to the finish line, it becomes clear the game is rigged and the
billionaire tycoon behind the show only wants Liv. Before the three realize
what's going on, Liv is whisked away to Egypt, and a mysterious man, who
claims to be an alien from the planet, Pleiades, kidnaps Sofia and Zach and
takes them to Egypt as well. As Sofia and Zach search for Liv and struggle to
distinguish friend from foe, truth from fiction, and alien from human, they
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come to realize this is no longer a game. But will they discover the true danger
they're in before it's too late?
Your information has a life of its own, and it’s using you to get what it wants.
One of the most peculiar and possibly unique features of humans is the vast
amount of information we carry outside our biological selves. But in our rush to
build the infrastructure for the 20 quintillion bits we create every day, we’ve
failed to ask exactly why we’re expending ever-increasing amounts of energy,
resources, and human effort to maintain all this data. Drawing on deep ideas
and frontier thinking in evolutionary biology, computer science, information
theory, and astrobiology, Caleb Scharf argues that information is, in a very real
sense, alive. All the data we create—all of our emails, tweets, selfies,
A.I.-generated text and funny cat videos—amounts to an aggregate lifeform. It
has goals and needs. It can control our behavior and influence our well-being.
And it’s an organism that has evolved right alongside us. This symbiotic
relationship with information offers a startling new lens for looking at the
world. Data isn’t just something we produce; it’s the reason we exist. This
powerful idea has the potential to upend the way we think about our
technology, our role as humans, and the fundamental nature of life. The Ascent
of Information offers a humbling vision of a universe built of and for
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information. Scharf explores how our relationship with data will affect our
ongoing evolution as a species. Understanding this relationship will be crucial
to preventing our data from becoming more of a burden than an asset, and to
preserving the possibility of a human future.
Infinity's Edge
On the surface, the galaxy seems peaceful. Humankind prospers from the
Capital World to the far reaches of the Corridor. But to those who can see the
signs, it's clear something is wrong. Long, dark fingers are pulling strings inside
the military, making clandestine deals with enemy states to fulfill a dark
design. Calvin is an intelligence agent working for the Imperial government.
He's young, his methods are unorthodox, but he gets results. So when a former
military hero steals a warship and threatens to start a war, Calvin is sent to
eliminate him. But as he chases his prey across the stars, he realizes they are
both pawns in a shadowy chess game that shakes kingdoms, divides empires,
and threatens civilization everywhere. And if he is to uncover the mystery and
expose the conspiracy he must confront—and embrace—the darkest elements
of the galaxy and throw himself and everyone he loves into the line of fire.
The Hero of Ages
Acheron Salvation
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Star Shroud
The Way of Kings
Winter World
The Coming of Age of Quantum Biology
A journey to the International Space Station: the making of the biggest media project
ever filmed in orbit. The Infinite documents the making of the ground-breaking
immersive VR experience shot entirely aboard the International Space Station. Artists
and astronauts joined forces to capture life in the cosmos as never before. In this
oversize publication, brand-new views of space and stunning production shots reveal
the human imagination's limitless potential. In Summer 2021, PHI and EMMY(R) Awardwinning digital entertainment pioneers Felix & Paul Studios will launch the public into an
infinite universe. A ground-breaking immersive VR exhibition will enable the audience to
visit the ISS, where they encounter experiments, zero-gravity living, and breathtaking
spacewalks. Beautifully designed, The Infinite features interviews with leaders in VR
and contemporary art. It perfectly complements the exhibition's role in rendering the
innovation and collaboration in humanity's quest for the skies.
Two warriors separated by time must sacrifice everything to preserve Safanar. Aaron
and Sarah have defeated the High King, but the danger of war is far from over. As they
relentlessly hunt down rogue Elitesman strongholds, they know General Halcylon and
the Zekara won't stay in hiding for long. Battles of terrifying proportion are imminent,
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and it will take the combined forces of all the kingdoms to stop the Hythariam army.
Little do they know that their actions could have disastrous and apocalyptic
consequences. Forty years in the future, Bayen is brought out of cryostasis to a hellish,
war-torn world on the brink of destruction. Everyone he knows and loves is dead, but
hope remains. The cruel and gritty future of Safanar can be averted if Bayen travels
back to protect the most heinous villain in recorded history. Both failure and success
may end his life, but victory alone will prevent the end of the world. "Heir of Shandara"
is the fourth installment in the Safanarion Order, an unconventional fantasy series that
mixes sword and sorcery with science fiction. Fans call the gripping series "simply
amazing," as they keep coming back for edge-of-their-seat action, cosmically
generative imagination, and unforgettable entertainment. Pick up the next tale in Ken
Lozito's epic fantasy series today, and you won't be able to put it down until the final
page ends.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is
a heist story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action. For a thousand years
the ash fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand years the Skaa slaved in misery
and lived in fear. For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the "Sliver of Infinity," reigned
with absolute power and ultimate terror, divinely invincible. Then, when hope was so
long lost that not even its memory remained, a terribly scarred, heart-broken half-Skaa
rediscovered it in the depths of the Lord Ruler's most hellish prison. Kelsier "snapped"
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and found in himself the powers of a Mistborn. A brilliant thief and natural leader, he
turned his talents to the ultimate caper, with the Lord Ruler himself as the mark. Kelsier
recruited the underworld's elite, the smartest and most trustworthy allomancers, each of
whom shares one of his many powers, and all of whom relish a high-stakes challenge.
Only then does he reveal his ultimate dream, not just the greatest heist in history, but
the downfall of the divine despot. But even with the best criminal crew ever assembled,
Kel's plan looks more like the ultimate long shot, until luck brings a ragged girl named
Vin into his life. Like him, she's a half-Skaa orphan, but she's lived a much harsher life.
Vin has learned to expect betrayal from everyone she meets, and gotten it. She will
have to learn to trust, if Kel is to help her master powers of which she never dreamed.
This saga dares to ask a simple question: What if the hero of prophecy fails? Other Tor
books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings
Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn:
The Final Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and
Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum
Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of
Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist
Other books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
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(DRM) applied.
Stories about the rise of empire, from eight masters of military science fiction and space
opera.
Poems by Katya Boirand
Living Among the Stars
Empires Ascendant
Book 1 of the Broken Crown Trilogy
Eclipse: The Lost Book of Ascension
Book One of the Stormlight Archive
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson: his debut
novel for the young adult audience More than anything, Joel wants to be a
Rithmatist. Chosen by the Master in a mysterious inception ceremony,
Rithmatists have the power to infuse life into two-dimensional figures
known as Chalklings. Rithmatists are humanity's only defense against the
Wild Chalklings—merciless creatures that leave mangled corpses in their
wake. Having nearly overrun the territory of Nebrask, the Wild Chalklings
now threaten all of the American Isles. As the son of a lowly chalkmaker at
Armedius Academy, Joel can only watch as Rithmatist students study the
magical art that he would do anything to practice. Then students start
disappearing—kidnapped from their rooms at night, leaving trails of blood.
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Assigned to help the professor who is investigating the crimes, Joel and his
friend Melody find themselves on the trail of an unexpected discovery—one
that will change Rithmatics—and their world—forever. Bestselling author
Brandon Sanderson brings his unique brand of epic storytelling to the teen
audience with an engrossing tale of danger and suspense—the first of a
series. With his trademark skills in world-building, Sanderson has created a
magic system that is so inventive and detailed that that readers who
appreciate games of strategy and tactics just may want to bring Rithmatics
to life in our world. A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of 2013 A New York Times
Book Review Notable Children's Book of 2013 At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Lost! After initial contact with an alien entity leaves Kaylan unconscious,
she wakes up to discover that she's now in command of the Athena mission
stranded in a star system far from Earth. The ship's computer is
malfunctioning and former hacker and astronaut trainee, Zack Quick, is the
only one who can fix it. If he can't figure out what's wrong, they have no
hope of getting back home. In order to survive, the crew of the Athena must
explore an alien star system to find the species that summoned them. The
Star Divide is the second installment in a action packed science fiction
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thriller series. If you like space opera adventure stories with clever heroes,
impossible situations, and chilling discoveries, then strap yourself in, you're
in for a fun nonstop thrill ride. Buy The Star Divide and start your epic
journey today!
Humanity pushed its way to the stars - and encountered the Gbaba, a
ruthless alien race that nearly wiped us out. Earth and her colonies are now
smoldering ruins, and the few survivors have fled to distant, Earth-like
Safehold, to try to rebuild. But the Gbaba can detect the emissions of an
industrial civilization, so the human rulers of Safehold have taken
extraordinary measures: with mind control and hidden high technology,
they've built a religion in which every Safeholdian believes, a religion
designed to keep Safehold society medieval forever. 800 years pass. In a
hidden chamber on Safehold, an android from the far human past awakens.
This "rebirth" was set in motion centuries before, by a faction that opposed
shackling humanity with a concocted religion. Via automated recordings,
"Nimue" - or, rather, the android with the memories of Lieutenant
Commander Nimue Alban - is told her fate: she will emerge into Safeholdian
society, suitably disguised, and begin the process of provoking the
technological progress which the Church of God Awaiting has worked for
centuries to prevent. Nothing about this will be easy. To better deal with a
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medieval society, "Nimue" takes a new gender and a new name, "Merlin."
His formidable powers and access to caches of hidden high technology will
need to be carefully concealed. And he'll need to find a base of operations, a
Safeholdian country that's just a little more freewheeling, a little less
orthodox, a little more open to the new. And thus Merlin comes to Charis, a
mid-sized kingdom with a talent for naval warfare. He plans to make the
acquaintance of King Haarahld and Crown Prince Cayleb, and maybe, just
maybe, kick off a new era of invention. Which is bound to draw the attention
of the Church...and, inevitably, lead to war. It's going to be a long, long
process. And David Weber's epic Off Armageddon Reef is can't-miss sci-fi.
Safehold Series 1. Off Armageddon Reef 2. By Schism Rent Asunder 3. By
Heresies Distressed 4. A Mighty Fortress 5. How Firm A Foundation 6. Midst
Toil and Tribulation 7. Like A Mighty Army 8. Hell's Foundations Quiver 9.
At the Sign of Triumph At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
FROM MILLION-COPY BESTSELLER JASPER T. SCOTT HUMAN LIFE HAS
JUST BECOME THE RAREST RESOURCE OF THEM ALL Clayton Cross has
been reunited with his family, and he's joined forces with the remnants of
Phoenix, a human resistance group from the Wastes outside of New
Houston. But following a traitorous double-cross by their Chrona ally,
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Specter, most of the world's remaining population has turned into the failed
human-alien hybrids known as Dregs. The world is no longer divided into
safe, civilized cities run by the Kyra, and even they have abandoned Earth,
declaring it a quarantine zone to contain a deadly new version of their virus,
engineered by the Chrona. EARTH IS OVERRUN WITH ALIEN PREDATORS
Few human survivors remain, and now monstrous hordes of Dregs stalk the
cities and Wastes alike, making life on Earth more treacherous than ever.
THE SURVIVORS ARE LEFT TO FIGHT OVER DWINDLING RESOURCES
People must find refuge before they are hunted to death, but they are
competing with rival groups for vital resources and shelter-and some of
them are better equipped than others. Clayton and the rest of Phoenix are
faced with hard choices in this Fractured Earth as new and old enemies
pursue them. When the choice is kill or be killed, death is the only way out.
Fractured Earth is a post-apocalyptic story about survival, family, and the
resilience of the human spirit. If you like gritty post-apocalyptic stories that
give you chills yet still end on a positive note, then this book is for you.
Mistborn
Harbinger
Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students
The Guardians' Light
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Book One of the Safanarion Order
Star Relic
A mission gone wrong. Innocent lives have been lost. Escaping
wrongful imprisonment wasn't something Connor had in mind, but
being put into stasis aboard Earth's first interstellar colony
ship was something he couldn't have prepared for. For three
hundred thousand colonists, the new colony brings the promise of
a fresh start...a second chance. Connor might be the wrong man
for the colony, but he's the right man to see that it survives
what's coming. A new world with new challenges, but the mission
has changed. If you loved Old Man's War and Ender's Game, you'll
love First Colony - Genesis, a new military science fiction
series.
Life is the most extraordinary phenomenon in the known universe;
but how does it work? It is remarkable that in this age of
cloning and even synthetic biology, nobody has ever made
anything living entirely out of dead material. Life remains the
only way to make life. Are we missing a vital ingredient in its
creation? Like Richard Dawkins' The Selfish Gene, which provided
a new perspective on evolution by shifting the focus of natural
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selection from organisms to genes, Life On The Edge alters our
understanding of life from cells or biomolecules to the
fundamental particles that drive life's dynamics. From this new
perspective, life makes more sense as its missing ingredient is
revealed to be quantum mechanics and the strange phenomena that
lie at the heart of this most mysterious of sciences. -Provided by publisher.
The sixth book in the Ascension series.
Science Fiction Colonization Adventure
Red Horizon
Ascent, 1889-1939
Star Alliance
The Rithmatist
Mistborn: Secret History

A Hero Will Fall... Aaron Jace is recovering from his last encounter with the Drake,
a construct of advanced Hythariam technology that has been hunting down the
Alenzar'seth, the Lords of Shandara. The Drake has taken Sarah and is using their
love to fuel its murderous campaign to extinguish the Alenzar'seth line. Many have
advised Aaron to abandon Sarah to her fate, believing that she is beyond saving,
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but that is something Aaron can't do. Whispers of the return of the Alenzar'seth are
spreading throughout the world of Safanar. Kingdoms are mobilizing their armies
and war is about to be unleashed across the land. There is a grave threat poised to
strike the people of Safanar known to only a few. Everything is about to change.
Aaron will lead a daring quest to save the woman he loves, bringing him to the
home of the High King and the vile Elitesmen Order. Time is running out for Sarah.
She has only days before she is lost and if Aaron can't reach her in time, then
nothing he can do will save her from what she will become. Echoes of a Gloried
Past is the second installment of the epic fantasy adventure series. The Safanarion
Order. The worlds of fantasy and science fiction collide in this action adventure with
ancient allies and enemies alike preparing for war. This is an epic tale of friends
and lovers, evil demons and dragons, mystery and intrigue, of myth and legends, of
revenge, of broken hearts, of honor and courage, of fate and destiny.
For years, Connor and others in the colony have unraveled the mysteries of New
Earth and the global catastrophes that nearly destroyed its previous inhabitants.
Their work led to the discovery of other worlds beyond the known universe. It
became clear that many of those worlds had been attacked by an interdimensional
invader that left untold amounts of manipulation, hardship, and annihilation in its
wake. It's only a matter of time before the colony becomes the next target. When a
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trusted ally requests Connor's help to investigate claims of new widespread
invasions, he has no choice but to help. Connor believes that the only way to stop
the invaders is to find their homeworld, but its location is a closely guarded secret.
Many civilizations sought to discover the invader's homeworld and none have
succeeded. Time is running out for the colony, and Connor and a team of CDF
soldiers may be the only thing that stands in the between and annihilation. Invasion
is the eleventh book in the bestselling military science fiction series, First Colony.
Read the eleventh book of this epic today!
Epic Fantasy Adventure
They've been watching us for hundreds of years. Now they need our help. Earth is
not safe. Kaylan is the pilot for Earth's most advanced spaceship, but newly
discovered images from a deep space probe changes everything.A hacker
discovers a global conspiracy that promises to answer the ultimate question, but
can he stay alive long enough to get the answers?Kept secret for 60 years, the
discovery of an alien signal forces an unlikely team to investigate a mysterious
structure discovered in the furthest reaches of the solar system. Join the crew of the
Athena, Earth's most advanced spaceship on the ultimate journey beyond our
wildest imagining.
Haven of Shadows
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Book Three of Mistborn
Acheron Inheritance
Caspian's Fortune
The Final Empire
Infinity's Edge
FIVE WORDS IS ALL IT TAKES TO PROVOKE A CHAIN OF CREATION. That is
what Katya Boirand discovered the first time she asked a friend for five words
and then turned them into a poem, using the words and the subject as her
inspiration. This spark started a movement, and soon Katya was asking friends
and strangers alike for their five words of choice. Take Me to the Edge is a
selection of these poems, sitting alongside a portrait of each subject, in this
stunning and joyous celebration of language, connection and art.
Science Fiction
A new ice age. A mysterious object in space. And a desperate mission to save
humanity from extinction.
"After initial contact with an alien entity leaves Kaylan unconscious, she wakes
up to discover that she's now in command of the Athena mission stranded in a
star system far from Earth. The ship's computer is malfunctioning and former
hacker and astronaut trainee, Zack Quick, is the only one who can fix it. If he
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can't figure out what's wrong, they have no hope of getting back home. In order
to survive, the crew of the Athena must explore an alien star system to find the
species that summoned them."--Back cover.
Invasion
Take Me to the Edge
Emergence
The Phoenix Conspiracy
Book Two of the Safanarion Order
Genesis
Originally published: Germany: S. Fischer Verlag.
He needs a payday. He'll settle for payback. Betrayed and left
to rot on the edges of the galaxy, Caspian Robeaux is deep in
debt and stuck flying courier missions in an old rustbucket he
can barely keep afloat. His only friends are an annoying robot
named Box and a bottle of booze. It's a far cry from his oncepromising military career, but Cas stopped caring a long time
ago. Things start to look up, though, when a stranger arrives
and offers a lucrative job that Cas can't refuse, with a payday
big enough to change his fortunes permanently. His luck gets
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even better when Cas learns that the job might offer him the one
thing he wants more than his next drink: A chance to clear his
name. But nothing in his life is ever that simple, and for a man
trying to buy his way out of debt, the price of redemption might
be too steep. From bestselling author Eric Warren, Caspian's
Fortune is the first book in the Infinity's End series. With a
rich universe full of quirky characters and breathtaking
adventure, it's perfect for fans of JN Chaney and Michael
Anderle. Scroll up and get your copy today!
A colony divided. The Krake, a mysterious enemy who has brought
about the collapse of entire civilizations, is hunting for New
Earth. Connor Gates, former elite soldier and now general of the
colonial military, must find a way to protect the colony, which
seems all but impossible when both humans and aliens alike are
ignoring the very threat that should be uniting them all. To
forge a future for the colony, Connor must risk everything.
Battle weary but vigilant, Colonel Sean Quinn must rebuild the
morale of Trident Battle Group while fulfilling his mission, but
when he receives an invitation to meet a Krake rebel faction, he
must act. Sean seizes a rare opportunity to gather crucial intel
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about the enemy and possibly gain an ally, but can he trust them
or will their betrayal doom them all. Harbinger is the ninth
book in the bestselling military science fiction series, First
Colony. Read the ninth book of this epic today!
The Ascent of Information
Echoes of a Gloried Past
Road to Shandara
Book One of the Ascension Series
The Truth of Discovery
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